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Editorial

April. 1976

The next meeting of the Melbourne Branch will be held at 61

Hardware St., Melbourne at 7.45 p.m. on Tuesday 20th April, 1976.
The speaker will be Mr. Brian McKinlay who will lead a
discussion on the recent State Election.
Obituary

Herbert Pavne - by Sam Merrifield

The Melbourne Branch lost a yalued member in the passing of
Herbert Pajnie on the 15th March, 1976. Bert was a member of long
standing. President for the last 5 years prior to retiring in
December, a contributor of seyeral articles to "Recorder"

and

generally one to take his duties and obligations seriously but was
not of the character to be offensiye to those he differed with.

All had the right of belief and he was tolerant of those of
different yiewpoint.

He died, aged 83 years, after a life chockful of working class
actiyity of socialist belief. He joined the industrial moyement

on 30/3/1912 as a founding member of the Storeman and Packers Union,
later a member of the Federated Clerks Union.

Bert saw seryice in the First World War in a Field Ambulance

Corps and to late years yisited Sydney regularly to attend the
Annual Reunions.

Throughout the middle 1920's he was a member of the

Oollingwood Branch, A.L.P. and told the story of Maurice Blackburn's
pre-selection in a recent "Recorder".
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Bert about this time was a Secretary of the Victorian Labour

College with which he retained great interest through the fleeting
years.

During the early 1940's, Bert was a member of the Conference
Convening Committee, a reform group in the A.L.P. but was for this
suspended from membership and kept out for some years. After the
1955 Split he was readmitted and became a Labotir Councillor for the
City of Broadmeadows and Mayor for a term.
After the 1970 restructuring Bert remained a supporter of the
Socialist Left but always remained completely loyal to Party
decisions and requirements.

He gave out literature as recently as

the last Federal Elections.

He was a delegate to the Victorian Trades Council for many

years representing ¥onthaggi T. & L.C. and retired only a few short
weeks ago.
Bert was a member of the Essendon Historical Society and took
the ititial steps to launch the Broadmeadows Society, but due to

illness was unable to be present at the actual foxinding meeting.

Mrs. Payne pre-deceased Bert by a few short months and the
sad loss was a grievious blow to him, one to which he was never
reconciled.

Bert's personal honesty^ his integrity and his deep devotion
to the cause of the underdogs of this world could neither be

faulted nor questioned and his passing is cause for deep regret
by all his associates and friends in all sections of the community.

1916 EASTER UPRISING ; DIAMOND JUBILEE COMMEMORATION 1976

The Connolly Association is organising a commemoration day of

the 1916 Easter Uprising on Sunday 18th April, 1976.

They have

advised Recorder that the programme will be as follows:

1.
2.

Assemble at the Macpherson Street gates of the Melbourne General
Cemetery at 2.45 p.m.
Procession to the McSwiney Memorial.

3.

Welcome by the Master of Ceremonies, Ken Toomey.
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Laying of wreaths by organizations represented, which will
include the following:
Ulster Association

Sinn Fein

,

Connolly Association

. 'v

Green Cross

League for an Undivided Ireland

Vj/trV;-v'r

Melbourne Irish Club

Irish Civil Rights Action Association
5.
6.

Recitation.of the Rosary in Gaelic.
Oration - Denis O'Heam, Sub Dean, Faculty of Arts, Univ. of
Melbourne.

7.
9,

Statement from the Republican Movement in Dublin - Sean Lavin
Reading of the Proclamation of 1916 - Jack Magee

9.

Piper's lament for the Patriot Dead - Pat Ryan

10.

Annomcements

11.

National Anthem "The Soldiers' Song".

From Connolly Association per Mrs. Ann Halpin
120th ANNIVERSARY OF LABOUR DAY

Speech delivered by the Society President (J.C. Arrowsmith) at the
ceremony marking the 120th anniversary of Labour Day in Victoria
held in the Eastern Hill Hotel on Monday, March 8th 1976.
"It is impossible to convey in a plaque the full significance
of an historical event so if you will bear with me, I will outline

the details of why we have chosen this hotel for today's ceremony.
On February 4th 1856, the Operative Stone Masons of Victoria
were strong enough to open a Collingwood Lodge in what was then
Clarks Hotel in Smith Street.

James Stephens and James Galloway were present representing
the Melbourne Lodge. Stephens made a strong speech in support of
an 8 hour working day.

Two weeks later at a meeting of the newly formed Lodge a
committee of six - three from Collingwood, three from Melbourne
Lodge - was formed to work for the goal of an 8 hour day.
That Committee held its first formal meeting in this hotel -

then named the "Belvidere" - 120 years ago last Friday, March 5th

1856, and among three decisions it made was one to appoint a
deputation of 3 to interview employers.
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Events moved with surprising rapidity.

Little opposition came

from employers, who offered to pay all expenses of a meeting of all
building trade employers and workers which took place in the
Queens Theatre Melbourne on March 26 1956 to consider the hours
issue.

James Galloway, midst scenes of tremendous enthusiasm, moved
that the 8 hour day commence on April 21st. His resolution was

unanimously supported. Our plaque recalls the events of that day.
James Stephens had arranged for a stopwork victory march which
began with about 700 marchers lined up at the University. It
gathered strength as workers in other sites joined in as it made its
way through Melbourne streets.

Two employers. Holmes and Cornish, had refused to lower hotirs.
At two sites for which they were contractors - the Western Market

(Holmes) and Parliament House (Cornish) - the workers joined in.
The march concluded right here at this hotel where a deputation,
appointed earlier, reported that they had failed to secure an
interview with the two reluctant contractors.

On hearing this news the men decided not to return to work
until the two agreed to the cut in hours.

Faced with united opposition the two quickly changed their
position, and a great victory banquet, presided over by the then
Lord I>layor and attended by employers, unionists, parliamentarians
and prominent professional people got underway here at the "Belviderd*."

It was a great victory. Hours were cut from a six day week
of 10 hours per day to six of 8 hours. Before the year was out
Masons, Quarrymen, Bricklayers, Carpenters and Joiners, Plasterers,
Plumbers, Painters, Builders Labourers, Cabinet Makers, Coach Builders
and Saddlers and Haines Makers were all working an 8 horn? day.
Our plaque will be a permanent reminder to present and future
patrons of this hotel of the debt we owe to the pioneers who blazed
the trail to shorter hours 120 years ago.

We thank you Clyde Holding for your address, and your ready
acceptance of our invitation to unveil this historic plaque today."
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BOOK MOTES

H.J. Gibney's Labor in Print (A.N.U. Press, 1975, $4,50) will
be invaluable: it is a guide to 488 Labor newspapers published in
Australia between 1850 and 1939, giving the span of publication,
the names of the owners and the staff.

Some of the information is

tentative and some things are, necessarily, tagged 'no information' but from an area where so much is needed and so little is known

Gibney has produced an indispensable book.
A third edition of Newspapers in Australian Libraries: A Union

List: Part 2. Australian Newspapers (National Library, Canberra,

S2.50) was published in 1975.

The holdings of 4006 Australian

newspapers in libraries and other repositories are listed:
unfortunately, as the Introduction says - and as Gibney's book
confirms - 'There are nev/spapers which have not been or are not
being preserved'; are libraries now preserving the Battler. Direct
Action. Socialst, Vanguard. Spatacist. Workers News and the many

other current Labor papers ?

Further volumes appeared in 1975 in two other well-known series
of essential reference works. D.H. Borchard has compiled, with the
assistance of J. Monie, a Checklist of Royal Commissions. Select
Committees of Parliament, and Boards of Inquiry. Part IV New South

Wales. 1856-1860. (La Trobe University, $18.50): previous volumes
have covered The Commonwealth of Australia 1900-1960 ($7, 2 parts)

Tasmania 1856-1906 (now out of print), and Victoria 1856-1960 ($1^.50)
The series of biographical notes on members of the Australian
Parliaments now has five volumes.

Published by the A.N.U. Press over

the last sixteen years the series has comprised: Martin and Wardle,

Members of the Legislative Assembly in N.S.W. 1856-1901 (1959);
Bolton and Mozley, The Western Australian Legislature 1870-1930

(1961); D, Waterson, A Biographical Register of the Queensland
Parliament 1860-1929 (1972); and Thomson and Serle, A Biographical
Register of the Victorian Legislature 1851-1900 (1972). The latest
volume is Joan Rydon's A Biographical Register of the Commonwealth
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Parliament 1901-1972 (A.N.U. Press, 1975, $8.50). Biographical
information is notoriously difficult to obtain, and to verify;
Professor Rydon has made an"/.eKh^osftive search, and corresponded
with many members or their families. Mistakes, are, nevertheless,
unavoidable; some of the ^howlers' for the South Australian membe rs

in this volume are discussed in Bob Ried's review (pp. 55-57) in
the first issue of a new journal, the Journal of the Historical
Society of South Australia.

The most comprehensive and ambitious guide to Australian politics
has now been published by Cheshire (1976), Henry Mayer, with
M. Bettison and J. Keene, has constructed ARGAP; A Research Guide to
Australian Politics and Cognate Subjects.

It is a remarkable book

(of 329 pages - at the remarkable price of $35) which, as Mayer's
Introduction says, is not easy to describe; 'Roughly, it is a
combination of an annotated bibliography of bibliographies; notes on
standard works and year books; and rules of thumb .., intended as
both a critical research tool and an ideas starter ....

It is full

of mazes, byways, and cross-charts leading in many directions'. It
is certainly all of these things, and many more: there will be
nobody - however expert - interested in Labor history - however
widely the subject is defined - who will not benefit greatly from
digging into ARGAP. It will become 'out-of-date' very quickly it was, for example, compiled before Gibney's Labor in Print had
appeared; but constant useage and strong demand should make certain
regular new editions, or supplements.

RADICAL REPRINT CLUB

....

Peter Cook.

-•j;. Cwqk.

Word has arrived of the establishment of this Club in London to

reprint famous and historically important English tracts and
pamphlets. Its aim is to publish documents in issues of 500 copies
at reasonable prices.
Dr. Sam Merrifield,

Further information can be had from

|ECORDER
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES ON MEI^IBERS OF THE VICTORIAN SOCIALIST PARTY
PART I

The following notes by no means represent a complete list of
members active in the V.S.P. between 1906 and 1932.

Nor do they

provide detailed biographical information on the better known

figures such as Louis Esson and Vance and Nettie Palmer, or the
more prominent politicians such as Maurice Blackburn, Don Cameron,
John Cain and John Curtin.
The principal sources used were the

V.S.P. newspaper the Socialist (1906-1923), Bob Ross's Union Voice
(1924-1930), and the V.S.P. 'Membership Roll 1918-1932' (held at the
La Trobe Library, Melbourne). Part II of these notes will appear
in the next issue of the Recorder; a future issue v/ill carry a list

of office holders in the V.S.P., 1906 to 1932.
The biographical notes were collected during the preparation
of a La Trobe University Post-grad-iate thesis '"'n the laistory of

the V.S.P. They make no pretence to coKpieteness, b..it I believe
them to be accurate. However, any additions or corrections would
be most welcome.

^ ^

AARONS, Lou;

^ ^ ^

Geoff Hewitt.

He and his family were Party members from 1914 to 1920.

An Executive member in 1914 and 1918-1919, Aarons also belonged to

vMilitant Propagandists and the Hawthorn Branch of the P.L.C.
He left with the Communist minority in 1920.

AHERN, Lizzie; Bom at Ballarat in 1880, the daughter of a miner.
Lizzie belonged to the Social Questions Committee and was an

active propagandist in the V.S.P, between 1906 and 1908.

She was

arrested and gaoled for offensive behaviour during the free speech
fight at Prahran in 1906. She was also an Executive member of the
Melbourne branch of the P.L.C,.

In 1908 she married A.K.Wallace

in a 'socialist' wedding at Broken Hill. Leaving Melboiome in
1910 the Wallaces continued activity in socialist groups at
Adelaide and Broken Hill. On their return to Melbourne in 1916
Lizzie was active in the anti-conscription campaigns but

increasingly directing her activities through Labor Party avenues
until 1919 when Wallace's election as an M.L.A. ended formal
association with the V.S.P.
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BAINES, Jenny; British suffragette and member of the I.L.P. She
and her family left England in 1913 to avoid prosecution for a

railroad explosion at Hampton Heath. She was a Party member from
1914; Organiser for the Women*3 Peace Army, 1914-1916; a member
of the Fitzroy Branch of the P.L.C., and Secretary of the Woraen's
Socialist League in 1918. During 1917 she was gaoled for
participating in a cost of living demonstration,

BENNETT, Harry Scott: (1878-1959).

A member of the Victorian

Socialist League and President of the Social Democratic Party,
1902-1904.
Bennett was M.L.A. for Ballarat V/est between 1904
and 1907; V.S.P. delegate to the first Interstate Socialist

Conference, 1907; Secretary of Sydney's International Socialist
Group in 1908, and their delegate to the S.F.A.'s Second
Jmhunl Conference in 1909.

Bennett toured and lectured in New

Zealand ^d America between 1910 and 1917. He rejoined the V.S.P.
as Organiser between 1917 and 1920.

Bennett was involved in

numerous radical activities between 1920 and 1936, after which

he was involved in the Sydney Rationalist Association.

BLACKBURN, M.M.: A member of the V.S.P. between 1911 and 1914,
Blackburn was Editor of the Socialist for a short time.

He sided

with the Ross group against those who sought electoral competition
with Labor. He was M.L.A, for Essendon, 1914—1917; Fitzroy,
1925-26; Clifton Hill 1927-34; and M.H.R. for Boxirke, 1934-1944.
BLOMBERG, R.G.: IVesident of the Agricultural Implement Makers in

1904 and the Iron Trades delegate to the T.H.C. from 1907. By
1911 Blomberg was President of the Melbourne branch (South) of
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers. In 1926 he took over a
newsagency. Blomberg joined the V.S.P. in 1906 and was especially
active on the Executive up to 1910; association with V.S.P. ended
in 1920.

BREMNER, Mrs. E.J.: One of the many stalwart female members of the

V.S.P. She was a member of the Women's Socialist League, the
Party's Assistant-Secretary in 1910 and 1911, and Treasurer, 191112. She was also Treasurer of the Labor Women's No-Conscription
Committee during the War, and Secretary of the Women's Strike
Committee in 1917.

She lost contact with the V.S.P. after the

first World VJar and died in 1927.

CAIN, John:

A member of the V.S.P.

the Northcote Council in 1915.

conscriptionist.

Cain was elected to

He was an active anti—

Cain was on the V.S.P. Executive between 1916

and 1917, and was Organiser for the Theatrical Employees Union
and then the Clothing Trades Union. He was M.L.A. for Jika Jika,
^917-1926, and Northcote, 1927-1957.

Cain was Minister without

Portfolio in the Prendergast Ministry, 1924, and the first Hogan
Ministry, 1927-1928. He was Minister of Railways and Electrical
Undertakings in the second Hogan Ministry, 1929-32; Leader of the
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State Parliamentary Labor Party, 1937-57; and Premier in 19^3,
1945-7, 1952-5.

CAMERON, Don; (

-1962).

A member of the Fifth Victorian Mounted

Rifles during the Boer Nar.

President of the General Norkers

Union (Western Australia) 1906; Secretary of Plxombers Union,
Freemantle and Perth, 1912; President of the Anti-Conscription
League in Western Australia; and member of Western Australian
Socialist Party. Organiser for V.S.P., 1919-20, Secretary 1920-

32.

He was Secretary of the Victorian Branch of the Australian

Tramways Union in 1925; President of the T.H.C., 1930-1;
President of the Victorian branch of the A.L.P., 1932. Cameron

was a Senator (Victoria) between 1937 and 1962; Minister for
Aircraft Production, 1941-5; and Postmaster-General, 1945-9.

CHAMPION, Henry Hyde; (1859-1929). Bom in India. His father was a
Major-General and Cliampion was educated in Marloborough College
and Woolwich Royal Military Academy. He served in the Afghan

War, 1879, and was Artillery Adjutant at Portsmouth until he
resigned in 1882.
He was a member of the Fellowship of Life,
1882, and the Fabians. He published Today, Justice, and
the Chfri'stian Socialist. He was arrested diiring an unemployment
march in 1886 and was involved in the Docker's Strike of 1889.

He came to Australia and formed the S.D.F., but returned to
Britain and stood for North Aberdeen in the elections of 1892,
He returned to Australia and reformed the S.D.F. in 1895. He
stood for South Melbourne in 1896 and Albert Park in 1900. He

was a member of the V.3.L.,. ia98.:.nthe ";S.]Ba8..,.11902, and the
S.Q.C. He was active in the V.S.P. until his resignation in 1911.
Until his death he managed the Austral sian Author's Agency.

CHAPPLE, J.F,;

A railway worker. Chappie was a V.S.P. member between

1909 and 1927.

He was elected President of the V.R.U. in 1916

and served four times, af:ber which he was General-Secretary of
the A.R.U, Chappie was Vice President of the Victorian branch of
the A.L.P., I931-2, and was a Director of Labor Call.

CURTIN, John; (1885-1945). A member of the V.S.P. between I906
and 1917, he was the Party Secretary in 1910. Curtin was a
member of the Brunswick branch of the P.L.C., its President in
1907-8, and its Secretary in I9O8. Curtin was a delegate to
several union conferences concerned with the One Big Union

principle and Organiser for the Trade Union Congress' AntiConscription Campaign in 1916. He was General Secretary of the
Timber Workers between 1912 and 1916, and in 1917 shifted to
Western Australia as Editor of the Westralian Worker.

Cxn?tin was

a delegate to the Sixth Session of the I.L.O. in 1924; M.H.R. for

Fremantle, 1928-31, 1934-45; Leader of the Federal Parliamentary
Labor Party from 1935, and Prime Minister from 1941.
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DALEY, Jean: An active member and officer of the Victorian branch of
the A.L.P. She was Secretary of the Womens Central Organising
Committee for many years. Daley was active in the No-Conscription

Fellowship, the Womens Socialist League, and Organiser for the
Womens Anti-Conscription Committee between 1916 and 1917. She
was a V.S.P. Executive Member in 1916-17; A.L.P. candidate for

Koovong in 1922, Womens Organiser for the Victorian branch of the
A.lIp. from 1926; and a delegate to the 1921 Federal Labor
Conference.

E/iRSr^AN, W.P.; Scottish.

A member of the A.S.E., he joined the V.S.P.

in 1911; was Director of the Socialist Sunday School in 1912;
Assistant-Treasurer, 1912-13; Acting Secretary 1913? and Trustee,
191A-15. He left the V.S.P. in 1917 and became Secretary of
Victoria's Labour College. He was first Secretary of nhe
C.P. of A. (Sussex Street).

ESSON, Louis: (l'^79-1943).

Bom in Edinburgh.

He agreed to

contribute weekly articles to the Socialist in 1912. In 1913
the V.S.P, tried unsuccessfully to stage his pla3;- "The Time is
Not Yet Ripe".
Thereafter Esson's literary interests
predominated and his connection with the V.S.P. ended.
FOSTER, A.W.: (1886"1962).

A member of the V.S.P. 1913-17.

He

was admitted to the Bar in 1908; was A.L.P. candidate for
Balaclava in 1914; a member of the P»L.C.'s Central Executive
from 1917, and founded the Y Club. During the war Poster

defended many socialists, prosecuted under the War Precautions
A.ct, and was a member of the A.P.A. He became a County Court
judge in 1927, and was a member of the Commonwealth Arbitration
Court from 1944.

From 1956 Foster was Deputy President of the

Commoiwealth Conciliation and Airbitration Commission.

FRYER, lirs. Jane: (1833-1917).

Mother-in-law of Bernard O'Dowd.
Had early connection with Chartists and Ragged Schools Movement;
immigrated to Australia in early 1880s. She was a member of the
Spiritualist Lyce\jm, the Theosophic Society, the Eight Hours
Movement, Early Closing Movement, Womens Franchise Movement,
the V/omens Political and Social Crusade, and was a founder of the

Australian Secular Association. Mrs. Fryer was a member of the
Prahran branch of the P.L.C. , and a member of the V.S.P. from
1906, and a noted anti-conscriptionist within V.S.P. circles.
GUNN, John: Bom at Rheola, Victoria, in 1885. He was one of a
noted family of V.S.P. members and a brother-in-law of Frank
Hyett. Gxjnn was active during the Prahran Free Speech Fight,
and co-managed the Socialist Cooperative Bakery. He shifted to
South Australia in 1903, became President of the local Carters

Union in 1910, and was M.L.A. for A.delaide in 1915-17, 1918-1926.
Gunn was Premier and Treasurer of South Australia between 1924 and
1926, when he resigned to take up an appointment with the
Commonwealth Development and Migration Commission. A member of
the V.S.P. I906-I9O8.

j
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HEFFRON, R.J.: Born at Thames, New Zealand in 1890. Active in_
socialist groups in New Zealand, Heffron migrated to Victoria
in 1919.
He was a propagandist for the V.S.P. and a member,
1919-21, superintended the Speakers Class, and was an
Executive Member, Heffron became Secretary of the New South
Wales branch of the I%rine Stewards Union in 1921. He was M.L.A.

for Botany, 1930-50, and for Maroubra, 1950-68. He was Minister
for Niitional Emergency Services, 1941-4; Mnister for Education,

1944-62; Deputy Premier, 1952-6; and Premier 1956-64.
HICKEY, P.H.: Born in New Zealand.

A V.S.P. nembnr, 1916-19.

He was a member of the Clerks Union and then of the V.RJJ.

He was Organiser for the V.R.U., 1917-1919; a neober of the P.L.C,
Executive from 1917; and Vice-President of the Vj.cxor^an branch
of the A.L.P, in I9IS. Rickey was editor for the
1919-

20° of "the Maori Land v^orker, from 1920, an. .;b<.ecutlve j;iembcr of
the Mew Zealand Labor Ihrty and appointed President of 1:ne
Auckland Rationalist Association in 1924<,

HOLLOWAY, E.J.: (1875-1967). Picketed for the Barrier AeH.A. in
1892 ar'.d v;as aftewards a member of the AbbotsfOv'd. branch of the
P.L.C., hr.d of the Boot Trade .Knpl.oved
ate
. • "A .number
of-; 'nb Y.S:,P; 19 )6 1909.1 In ■:illZ.hel:,:ah:;V.c^^ 1
-of the

P-v4.'.C*r.,:'iaid President of the T.H.C. From 1925 to 1929 ne'was
Secretary/ of the T.H.C, and was President of the Feaera.! A.L.P.

Executive in 1921,

Holloway .joined the V.S.P. in 1906 and was
in charge of the Cooperative Boot Shop. He was MJi.R. for
Flinders, 1929-32, and for Melbourne Ports 1932-51, and a

Cabinet Mnister in the Scullin, Curtin and Chifley governments.

HYETT, Frank: (1882-1919).

Secretary of the S.D.P. of V. in 1905.

Member of the V.S.P. I9O6-I9IO.

He was Assistant Secretary of
the V.S.P. 1907-8; V.S.P. delegate to the S.F.A., 1908; and

Director of the Socialist Cooperative Society. In I906 he was
gaoled during the Prahran Free Speech Fight. Hyett was made
Organiser for the Amalgamated Society of Railway Serpmnts in
1910. From 1911 until his death Hyett v/as General Secretary of
the V.R.U. He was T.H.C. delegate for the Clerks Union and
Secretary of the A.R.U. Hyett was unsuccessful in two pre
selection bids as a Labor candidate during the war and was

elected Director of Labor Papers Ltd, in 1916.

He was
Victorian Wicket Keeper against Tasmania in 1916.

JONES, J.P.; Began his tailoring business in 1892.

He was a member

of the Tocsin Clubs, 1398, and the
w/omtxc-. Federal Union,
1902, and was a founding member of the Social Questions
Committee in 1905.

An Executive member of both the S.Q.C. and

the V.S.P. he was a financial mainstay for many of their social
activities. Jones quit the party in 1910. He v/as chairman of
the A.N.A. Exhibition in 1909; M.L.C. for Melbourne East, 1910-

1933, and South-western, 1934,-1939; Minister without portfolio
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in the Elmslie Ministry, 1913; Minister for Health, for

Immigration, and Vice President of the Board of Lands and Works
in the Prendergast Ministry, 1924, and the first Hogan Ministry,
1927-8.

He was Minister of Mines and Commissioner of Public

Works in the second Hogan Ministry, 1929-33* and the Argyle
Ministry, 1933-35.

LAIDLER, Percy: (1884-1958).

A V.S.P. Executive member and Party

Organiser, 1909-10, he was also Party Auditor in 1913. He was
a member of the Shop Assistants Union, Secretary of the V.S.P.
Cooperative and Bakery, of the Trades Hall Band, the I.W.W,,
Labor Propaganda Group, and the Labor College.
MARUSCHAK, J.: Russian.

Member of the Melbourne Russian Workers

Group and the V.S.P., between 1919 and 1920, A member of the
Communist minority, expelled in 1920, he was a foundation member
of the C.P.A., and returned to Russia in 1928.

McDONELL, Angus: A member of the Northcote branch of the P.L.C.
from 1904, McDonell was an active V.S.P. member between I906
and 1911, either in an Executive capacity or as a progagandist
in rural areas.

He was elected as a Northcote councillor in

1912 and was elected Mayor in 1921 and 1922. McDonell was
manager of the Cerberus Boot Shop, and a Socialist candidate in
the State elections of 1908.

O'DOWD, Bernard: (1866-1953).

A poet, he was head teacher of

St. Alipius Catholic School at Ballarat East in 1883, and
a delegate to the Irish Convention of 1883. He ^joined the
Crown Solicitors Office in 1886 and became a member of the

Progressive Lyceum.

He became a Joint editor of the Tocsin

in 1897 and was a lecturer for the V.S.L. in 1900.

He was

President of the Clarion Fellowship (Melbourne) in 1902 and was
a V.S.T. member from I906 to 1914.

He founded the Essendon

Socialist Club in 1907 and taught a history class for

the V.S.P.

He was also at one time the President of the Victorian

Rationalist Society.

Noted in Raymond Postage's, How to Make a Revolution (1934), the
following less than sensitive translation of a Comintern Directive

of the 1920's:

'It is the duty of the lower organs of the Party

to penetrate the backward parts of the proletariat'.
■
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE EPRLY DEVEL0PI#:NT OF THE VICTORIM BRMCH
OF THE U30:JP. HISTORY SOCIETY

Sam Merrlfield t.rlka about the ASSLH with Peter Love (continued

"

'from";p3evious issue)

Q, Can you recall soneof the characters who, in those early days,
spoke to the group ?

A. Well, we had
Francis, that's Mrs.. Brodney, She came along
quite early and gave one on the militant propagandists. That
vras later printed in the Bulletin as a paper. We had Roly
Farrall, who, of course, has since passed on.

He came over from

the Pioneers of Pr'ogress, Roly was an original I.W.W. We had
Tom Audley too. Tom was in the VWI.I.Uc? the General Secretary
of it in some of its fateful years. I think about 1919 to 1925.
There were others who, Qust at the moment I'd have to check.
Q. It is interesting that you mentioned earlier about the organ of
the national', graup and how you thought that it wasn't giving
enough scope for the people such as you just mentioned to
publish their soit of stuff and to read non-academic material.
Could you describe the nature of the joiomal put out by the

nationaJ society in the beginning; before Recorder began ?
A, Leila Thomas' was the first one published.

That was a thesis

on the general history of the N.S.¥, working class from the 1777
period on to somewhere about the ISAOs, from memory. It was an
infinitelj?" valuable one and the publishing of it alone was worth
all the effort of working for the Society.

After that, they

settled dovoi, v/ith the exception of Joe Harris' and Eric Fry,
on Tom Barker and the I.W.W., to the production of the regular
Bulletin with its normal numbers.

It was an offset job for

about three issues and then it switched over to a printed

Bulletin and later that became Labour History.

In later years

we have had two other special issues, the one on the Depression
and the one on Strikes.

Although they were nominally part of

a nmbered series they were done as special efforts.

One of
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the difficulties of it has been that once you get .joumals
printed, either by offset or by ordinary printed form, you are
in the hands of outsiders; people who naturally run a business

for profits and it^s byeond the scope of self help, you can no
longer help yourself to produce it. It becomes a pretty
expensive hobby then; more particularly as printing costs over
the last few years have spirolled more and more and the

Canberra Executive have had printers here there and everywhere,
always looking for a Cheaper one. They get them for perhaps
one issue and he gives them a good quote in the hope that he has
built up another client but when the second one comes round the

price has increased tremendously. They have run the gamut!:,
of Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney looking for printers who would
keep costs down but they have been unsuccessful as far as I can
see it.

Q. How long after the Bulletin initially appeared did you get
Recorder going ?

A. The Society stated in May 1961 and from memory it took them
something like six months to get under way which meant that

about the end of 1961 or early 1962 the first publication emerged,
I started to produce the Recorder in July 1964, I remember
quite well because 1964 was the centennary of the International

and X'.produced a short bit just to make it topical on the
founding of the International and its centennary,
Q. Did you begin that in 1964 because the Bulletin was not

catering for these sorts of needs that you saw ?

A. I did it for probably three main reasons. The first one was,
I felt that in six monthly intervals there was not enough labour
history being produced and if one were going to tell it at
that rate then we would never cover any broad segment of Labour

History and, in fact, it would be made faster than we printed
it.

The second side to it was that I felt that we had to hold

our membership and develop it, I realised that the society was
formed by academics and it was centred by circumstance at
Canberra in the university. It was alright for professional

RECORDER
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historians who only wanted additional inforciation within their

4

own knowledge for teaching purposes.

Therefore, it dito*t

natter how often it was produced so long as they got something
they didn't know before, well then, they were happy; but it
was ndt enough to maintain a body of readers, not necessarily
of professional teachers but those interested in history as
a whole subject and they would want more regular reading.
The third one was that I felt "tiiat, in effect, if you were
going to increase your society, even for the purpose of the

Bulletin, you wanted to produce something more regularly to
build your membership up. It didn't appear to me that a
bi-annual journal was enough to increase membership and hold it;
that they would forget that they were a member too readily and
when the next annual subscription became due they just wouldn't
turn up with it. You would have too small and changing a
membership; not a regular one by the infrequency of the jotumal.

Q. Did you, when you first produced the Initial Recorder, get hold
of the list of the members and send it out to them all round

Australia or did you just send it around

Melbourne ?

A, From memory, the first list of members that they gave us was
not long after the whole Society was founded and it was an
Australian membership list. I had to make the decision as how

far I would send it and I, in the main, decided upon Victorian
members.

There were others interstate who became known to me

by personal contact, Pat Farrell, Jim Hagen, naturally Eric
Fry in Canbei^, later John Merritt and Bruce Mitchell and as

an act of grace we used to send them a copy too. It was a
little while later and as there was no hope of a Tasmanian
Branch being formed and so we adopted the Tasmanian list and
adopted them as a part of our Victorian gruping and have
always posted the Recorder to the Tasmanian membership. In the
case of Sydney, they struggled to get a branch.

We felt that

a newsletter was part of what shoxild have been their
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endeavours and in the desire to help them we used to send

over bundles of a dozen and a half Recojrders to lay on their
table for their meetings in the hope of inspiring them to

do something similar.

¥e did get contacts from overseas, we

got them from libraries too. As they found us out, people
began to ask for something on l.abom' history or the Recorder
and the libraries beca^ne interested in us. ¥e now post them
to all Victorian Universities and to some of the Colleges ofi
Advanced Education, and we post them to Universities and

libraries in N.S.Wo and we have always posted them to State
Libraries in other states, with the exception of one stateJ
and that was Vestern Australia.

I wrote to the librarian,

I thinlc it was Ma.ss Molly Lucas at the times, and asked her
whether they would like us to send it.

She wrote back and

told me that it wasnH the class of material that they were
interested in, I thought that it was a bit strange coming
from the most isolated state of all since I thought that they
would be only too glad of material from the Eastern States.
We've never ever sent it to them,

Q. What sort of pattern have you noticed in the membership of the
Society generally throughout Australia ?
A. I can only speak of our Victorian membership because that is
the only list that we get, but I understand that the Society
in Canberra not only has its individual members but it does
accept group memberships such as trade unions. In the case
of outside organisations who have a diffidence about being
associated with a body with the word Labour as part of its

title for political reasons - they do not class them as members
but just accept them as orders of the journal,
(Continued next issue)
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